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The Pathologies of the Soul
One of the denominations of

situation of extreme poverty, vio-

Our pathology of the soul goes

suffering for the Greeks is "pathos",

lence, abandonment and inhumani-

on when we neglect the capacity to

from which the term "pathology"

ty that is still part of our planet.

love. No wonder that Joanna de

comes from, it is used to describe

And this is because behind the

Angelis, in her psychology, warns

the study of diseases and their

pathologies that are manifested in

that the lack of self-love is at the

effects on the body. Knowledge of

the body, affecting our cells and

root of the most serious psychologi-

the human body and the deviations

organs and reducing our years of

cal problems. We do not love our-

from normality has advanced con-

life, there are other more serious

selves and we do not love others,

siderably in recent times. Modern

pathologies: those of the soul. And

as we should, we are not linked to

appliances

released

while these are not eradicated at

life and waste its precious gift on

tests;

the root, bodily pathologies will

small goals and superficial lives.

continue to reach us.

But, if pathos indicates "suffering",

performing

have

been

high-precision

cameras and robots assist in complex

surgeries

accuracy;

providing

increasingly

precise
powerful

pathologies

of

the

soul

it

is

also

synonymous

with

seem to begin when we disregard

"passion" for the Hellenes. Perhaps

re-

our spiritual condition and build a

this is a symbol of what we need:

viruses and diseased

life guided by a limited vision of

to heal the pathos of the body, we

with

life, to meet our ego desires. With

have to fall in love, in a good way,

modern diagnostics and therapeu-

small lenses to see and live life, our

with our own soul. Then, we will be

tics. These are examples, among

goals

pleasure,

able to celebrate the new condition

others, which can be cited and that

momentary achievements and illu-

of humanity and, even if we have

demonstrate the progress we have

sions of all sizes. In the absence of

an illness as a natural condition of

made.

an indication of self -worth, in the

humanity, we will no longer be sick

condition of being dissociated from

souls.

microscopes
search on
cells,

make

helping

advanced

practitioners

But do we have reasons to be
proud of these advances?
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The

seek

immediate

our own soul we elect consumption

We certainly cannot ignore pro-

as a "god." Not knowing our intrin-

gress, but it still does not seem like

sic value, we seem to be worth

the time to celebrate. This is due

what we possess, forgetting the

not only to the emergence of new

advice of a wise Master, "what do

diseases, which continue to worry

you benefit if you gain the whole

Iris Sinoti
Jungian Therapist

world but lose your own soul?"

“... seeing that to study the Spirits is to study man ...”

Allan Kardec
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Benefits of Forgiveness

The Divine Science
In the first chapter of The Gospel

the others.

All understanding of the world is

According to Spiritism, there is an

Human science moves toward

worth very little if we resent each

item of great importance to scholars

important discoveries for the com-

time that another person's action

of exact sciences: the alliance be-

mon welfare but without Love that

reminds us of our unresolved rela-

tween science and religion. For cen-

generates ethics,

tionship with God.

turies religious faith moved away

that benefits everyone and without

from scientific progress, although

Charity that develops fraternity and

ceptance that we are immortal, re-

within their own walls there were

respect for life, the purely material-

sponsible beings, acting under the

researchers and philosophers inter-

istic science mutilates and destructs

Divine Law when we think, feel and

ested in scientific research, such as

itself generating chaos, inertia, pain

act. When the Self drives our inter-

Gregor

Mendel,

Roger

Bacon,

without

Justice

Forgiveness

entails

the

ac-

nal choices, it affirms
and

encourages

the

William of Ock-

light in us. But when

ham

we

among

many.

One

might

wonder

validate

anger,

resentment,
slander,

guilt,

we

become

how a predomi-

emotionally imprisoned

nantly

Catholic

and devitalized by the

Protestant

hardness of the heart,

environment can

avoiding the real hid-

harbor

den feelings.

or

astrono-

mers, biologists,
physicists,

With rational faith,

logi-

the

practice

of

for-

cians and natural

giveness considers the

sciences

think-

immortality of the soul,

ers. Many ended

revealing the solidarity

up contradicting

of existences. With this

their own theo-

faith, basic element of
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logical positions,
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stands out: Mon-

ing

signor

Georges-

ness

Henri

Édouard

and

gentlehumility,

submitting to the will

Lemaître (1894 -

of God.

1966), a Catholic
priest,

self-love,

Despite our individ-

astrono-

ual

experiences,

the

mer, cosmologist

exercise of forgiveness

and

guarantees

Belgian

us

inner

physicist. Lemaî-

peace.

tre

proposed

freedom from the pow-

what

became

er that we attribute to

known

as

the attitudes and ac-

the

universe's origin

Promotes

our

tions of others. Awak-

theory called Big Bang, which he

and suffering.

ens us to the essential Truth of our

called "hypothesis of the primeval

Love is therapeutic; Jesus loved

kindness and love. Brings the cer-

atom", also known as "cosmic egg",

and healed all those around him;

tainty that we can transcend pro-

which

not only their bodies but also their

gressively the emotional confusion,

minds, feelings and emotions. With

when choosing to relate to God,

But what The Gospel According

his love, Jesus has generated an-

living in accordance to the Law of

to Spiritism highlights is the striking

other paradigm for Life - and today

Freedom together with the Laws of

fact that there are laws that govern

invites us to follow him in order to

Responsibility and Duty. The attitude

the

inter-

find the Peace which we so long,

of

their

this peace generates serenity and

education.

trust in ourselves and in God.

giveness returns to our hearts the

was

later

developed

by

George Gamow.

worlds

existential

of

different

dimensions

and

intrinsic relationship under the command of God, which is expressed in
the laws that Allan Kardec didacti-

forgiveness
The

stems

from

practice

of

selffor-

innocence we have - an innocence
Sonia Theodoro da Silva

that frees us for Love and to love.

cally divided in Physical and Moral.
Among the latter, the most important is the Law of Justice, Love
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The Real Cure

- The Journal of Psychological Studies

Human Solidarity

For some experts in human lon-

Human beings are naturally sup-

goodness as an earned characteris-

gevity the individual who will live

portive, thanks to the conscious and

tic, making goodness part of one’s

150 years is already among us. Ex-

unconscious desire to be embraced.

own Conscience. Selfishness is still

aggeration or not, that day is getting

Even when we deliberately do not

alive, particularly for those who are

closer and closer, given the remark-

answer the call to help our neighbor,

not aware of the immortality of the

able

and

we notice our inner inadequacy. In

Spirit, which hinders the apprehen-

health sciences in general, which

our psyche there is an archetype

sion of solidarity that leads the

allow accurate diagnoses and in-

that drives it to the purpose of help-

personality to the installation of

creasingly

in

ing those who find themselves in

natural goodness. The practice of

therapies

vulnerable situations. The image of

solidarity

last century found that "health" is

the Samaritan, coined by Jesus in

between people, fostering a sense

not just absence of disease, but the

his Gospel, is present in the depths

of belonging and humanity. Given

welfare state that must be present in

of every human being due to the

the great cultural diversity, socioec-

the mental and social dimensions in

mirroring that we automatically do

onomic disparities and evolutionary

addition to the physical dimension.

when faced with someone in a situa-

differences between human beings

Even though it is an advance

tion of hardship and suffering, a

on Earth, solidarity is a balancing

over previous conceptions, the inclu-

process that we would not want to

factor that enables the reduction of

sion of these dimensions still does

endure. The homeless that we help

negative

not allow for the real health dimen-

reflect our inner being, which is

solidarity, made possible by empa-

sion, for while the spiritual reality is

excluded by conscience, but which

thy, contributes so that the Spirit

disregarded, we can even create

lies in the psychic intimacy of all of

can feel what others feel and act

mechanisms to improve the condi-

us. When someone helps another

representing one’s own Divinity in

tion of the bodies and minds, and to

person,

its

exponentially expand longevity on

oneself, welcoming part of one’s

especially when trying to eradicate

earth, but we will continue being sick

personality that is not consciously

human misery that still exists in

if our spirit is not healthy. And only

accepted. This process serves so

society, is to act on behalf of God,

when our spirits become healthy we

that the Spirit consolidates the role

becoming one with Him. Solidarity

will reach the real cure.

that belongs to the archetype, mak-

is love in action.

advances

addition

medicine

effective
to

based

in

preventive

on

family

treatments

also

promotes

equality

the

history

and genetic background

of

pa-

tients.
This considerable

progress,

however, has not
prevented

the

emergence

of

new diseases and
epidemics, which
continue

to

spread across the
face of the earth,
reaching

individ-

uals and populations,

claiming

lives

and

chal-

lenging scientists
and

scholars

to

find their way to
the real cure of
the being.
From

the

reformulation

of

the

of

concept

health
by

proposed

the

World

Health Organization - WHO in the

one

is

ing it conscious.
Cláudio Sinoti

indirectly

helping

mothering.

Being

Human

supportive,

With the constant

exercise of solidarity driven by the
Jungian Therapist

consequences.

Unconscious, the Spirit will integrate

Adenáuer Novaes
Clinical Psychologist
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The Existence And Immortality Of The Soul
The objectives of physical ex-

peace and useful to oneself and to

istence are structured on two main

others, can be sure they are on

pillars: the first, "personal self-

track.

who asked Celina:
What is this?
- Come and see, Bezerra.

improvement," the second, just as

According to the spirit Emman-

Helping him to rise from the

important or more than the first,

uel, most spirits incarnated on the

bed, she assisted him to a balco-

"learn to live with others."

planet, depart daily from the earth

ny. And then he saw, amazed, a

The ancient ascetics, the pil-

unable to perform their reincarna-

crowd that waved with tenderness

grims of humanity's historical past

tion commitments. They arrive at

and tears.

wanted to achieve spiritual perfec-

the extra-physical reality with a

- Who are they Celina? - He

tion and communion with God,

very great sense of failure, tor-

asked thrilled - I do not know

away from worldly pleasures and

mented by guilt when they discov-

anyone. Who are they?

wickedness of men. They sought

er their wasted time. Rare, says

isolation in the mountains and in

Emmanuel,

considered

forted, never asking them their

caves and in meditations and pray-

"fulfillers" those who can fulfill the

names. They are the tormented

ers, led an austere life in search of

reincarnation program in its entire-

Spirits who came to the medi-

inner peace. With this attitude,

ty.

umship sessions and your word fell

however, they were inverting the

are

- They are the people you com-

In a message received by the

on them like a balm on an open

experience,

medium Francisco Cândido Xavier

wound; they are the forgotten of

losing precious time and slowing

in March 1935, sent by the spirit

the Earth, the shattered of the

down their steps on the road of

Maria João de Deus, the following

world, whom you encouraged and

evolution. Because it is exactly in

story is found:

guided. They are, the ones that

the difficulties of life and human

Doctor

purpose

of

human

Adolfo

Bezerra

de

clashes that we exercise the vir-

Menezes, apostle of charity, was

tues of patience, tolerance and

kindly awaken after discarnating

love.

by his spiritual mentor Celina:

Reincarnation is of special significance for us rebel students in
the school life. Since the Australo-

Bezerra opened his eyes and

pithecus, three million years, to

saw

modern humans, we exercised our

friend beside him, surprised he

free will in the pursuit of progress,

asked:

taking turns in life experiences in
both the physical and the spiritual
poly-system. Progress is inexora-

and

radiant

to dry, the words we sow in the
way, to carpet the path that one
day we will tour.
Human experience is the glorious manifestation of the creator in

- Yes, it's me, my friend. Now,

every corner of the Universe.

Bezerra, wake up happily.
His family, friends and dear

or not, we will have to progress

fellow Spiritist colleagues came to

regardless of the time it takes.

the room to greet him on his arri-

my reincarnation goals? The an-

ists, my son, as a result of the

- My daughter, are you, Celina?

ble, so we have no choice, like it

How to know if I am fulfilling

And the lady concluded:

good we do, the tears we helped

already in the spiritual realm.
beautiful

trance to eternity.
- The limitless happiness ex-

- Wake up Bezerra, you are

his

have been welcomed in the en-

val.

However,

a

murmur

that

Davidson Lemela
Neuropsychologist

seemed to come from outside,

sw
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